Time: Yesterday
Place: St. Louis, Missouri and around the universe
Scene 1: Joe's run down apartment
Scene 2: Joe's Swank new apartment
Scene 3: Joe's new home “The Taj Mahal”
Scene 4: Alien “Interrogation and Accounting Room”
Scene 5: An alien mining planet, far, far, away

Cast:
Fawn Ponzar ........................................ Narrator
Logan Brown ........................................... Joe
Chris Owens ......................................... Garbonni
Laura Adams ......................................... Alien #1 and Gail Worthington
Stephanie Huff ...................................... Silverman Alien and Security Guard
Carloynne Hudson ......................... Waiter, Party Guest, and an Alien
Adrienne Rogers ..................................... Waiter and Party Guest
Katie Krieger ........................................ Bridgette (the maid) and an Alien
Bobby Roskowski ................................. Wall Alien, Ken, and Slave Alien
Christina Raney .................................... Sasha and a Harem Girl
Jennifer Fehn .................................... Party Guest and a Harem Girl
Andrea Schatz ..................................... Dark Fader
Brandon Birge ..................................... White Wizard and Hank
Timothy Masulis ..................................... Little Boy

Production Staff and Crews:
Director ........................................... Wesley Robertson
Scenic Designers ............................... Tom Schuessler and Wes Robertson
Technical Director .......................... Wesley Robertson
Stage Manager ................................ Sara Eaton
Shop Foreman .................................... Adam Ferguson
Sound Technician ............................. Nathan Kohm
Light Technician ................................. Alan Uhlmansiek
Special Effects Designed and built by Tom Schuessler
Costumes .................................. Tom Schuessler, Wesley Robertson and Cast
Props ........................................ Laura Adams and Cast
Set Construction ............................. Adam Ferguson, Laura Adams, Andrea Schatz,
Carolynne Hudson, Nathan Kohm, Sara Eaton, Christina Raney,
Alan Uhlmansiek, Brandon Birge, Wesley Robertson
Running Crew: Adam Ferguson, Josie Govero, Micheal Keenan,
April Duing-Davis, Wesley Robertson
Box Office ................................ Jane Sullivan and Rebecca Ellison
Programs .......................................... Lauren Murphy
School Reservations ......................... Jennifer Greer
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